This paper contains three parts. Part 1 consists of a poem, "An Apology for Performative Writing." Part 2, "The Traditional Scholar's GameAn Argument," discusses the arguments regarding performative writing. It identifies several key arguments both for and against the works that cluster around such labels as performative writing, autoethnography, performative essay, ethnodrama, personal ethnography, autoperformance, and ethnographic poetics; and uses the term "performative writing" to stand in for the many ongoing efforts for alternative modes of scholarly presentation. Part 3, "Performative Writing: A Personal Anecdote," gives the authors musings on performative writing. (Contains 4 notes and 25 references.) (CR) 
"It is not a record of experience at all; it is the means of experience" (138). Thus, performative writing offers both an evocation of human experience and an enabling fiction. Its power is in its ability to tell the story of human experience, a story that can be trusted and a story that can be used. It opens the doors to a place where the raw and the genuine find their articulation through form, through poetic expression, through art.
3. Performative writing rests upon the belief that the world is not given, but constructed, composed of multiple realities. All representations of human experience are partial and partisan (e.g., Goodall; Phelan) . At best, scholars might achieve, to use James Clifford's phrase, a "rigorous partiality" (25) and acknowledge, like all 9 "standpoint epistemologist"2, that all our utterances are committed, positioned.
3.1 Performative writing resists arguments that attempt to prove all other explanations inadequate or suspect. Performative writers do not believe that the world is one particular way. They do not believe that argument is an opportunity to win, to impose their logic upon others, to colonize. They do not believe that there should be only one house on the hill. They do not believe that they can speak without speaking themselves, without carrying their own vested interests, their own personal histories, their own philosophical and theoretical assumptions forward. They do not believe that they can write without loss, without mourning (Phelan, Mourning). Readers may see more clearly how they and others constitute and are constituted by the world. They come to feel that they and others are written, given voice, a voice that they did not have prior to the reading. In this sense, the "I' of performative writing might best be seen as a geographical marker, a "here" rather than a "self."
In short, the self becomes a positional possibility.3 4.2 When performative writing does not point beyond the writer, it may appear self-indulgent, narcissistic, selfserving or, to put it perhaps more kindly, therapeutic.
This was one of the many attacks upon the Text and
Performance Quarterly special issue on performative writing.4 The argument was simply: If an article had such qualities, surely it isn't of any value. No one, however, seemed to question why one might object to the self being indulged, reflexive, served, or cured within scholarly work. On occasion, some noted the history of legitimating practices as if that were proof enough (i.e., it hasn't been allowed, therefore, it shouldn't be allowed) (e.g., Wendt). 6.1. Some questions are productive to embrace because they participate in the ongoing concerns of a scholarly community. Performative writing, when done well, understands its place within disciplinary history. As it participates in that tradition, sometimes explicitly and sometimes implicitly, it hopes to provide "thick descriptions" (Geertz) , "experiential particularity" (Baumeister and Newman), "deconstructive verisimilitude" (Denzin) , "theatrical narrativity" (Crapanzano) . Any piece of performative writing is a story among many but a story about issues that matter or can be made to matter to the community. "I strongly feel that every poem, every work of art, everything that is well done, well made, well said, genuinely given, adds to our chances of survival by making the world and our lives more habitable" (37). Performative writing participates in this spirit, in the hope that current research might become a place where all are welcome to reside and where all might come to recognize themselves in all their human complexity. Since that time he has been writing essay after essay that tries to weave mythos with logos, to evoke rather than duplicate experience, to elicit feelings along with thought. He has had some success--a book and several articles published and numerous convention presentations--as he worked. But that is not why he continues, why he believes in what he is doing. He continues, he believes because this work garners response unlike any of his other work ever received.
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With his more traditional work, he might have a colleague congratulate him on his latest publication, might hear that a piece he had written led to a good class discussion or might notice that his work was cited in someone else's essay. For the most part, though, his work seemed to disappear without comment, without any real impact that he could see. But with his performative writing, reactions seem quite different.
He remembers what happens when he takes his own and others performative writing to his graduate classes. He does so with some fear that to encourage new scholars to embrace performative writing is to place those scholars in some disciplinary jeopardy. Even so, after all the cautions he gives, after all the fears he tries to instill in those who might be drawn to the form, student after student wants to do performative writing. When he asks them why they are so attracted to such writing, they simply note that it allows them to say with more eloquence, feeling, and insight what they want to say about a given topic. They claim that they can enter the disciplinary conversation without the fear that they might not get it right by which they mean that speaking within the discipline does not have to come at the expense of someone else. He believes they are right.
He remembers conversations about his performative writing, conversations that suggested his pieces mattered. He thinks about the number of unsolicited comments from strangers who report being moved by what he had written or tell of how a piece made a difference in their life. He considers the classrooms where he heard his work is being used because "it seems to speak to students." He recalls those moments following convention presentations when 16 1 6 audience members felt the most appropriate response was a hug. He returns to those intimate exchanges with others that never would have happened had he not written what he did. He notes the many times listeners claim that he has spoken for them, that he has put into words what they could not articulate. He thinks of those listeners he has seen cry and those he has seen become angry. He knows that his performative writing places him in genuine dialogue with others, a personal and political dialogue that matters to him, to others, to the discipline and perhaps even to the world. He knows that his other work did not.
And so, this ending is a beginning, an invitation, a place to go. Edmund Jepcott and Kingsley Shorter. London: NLB, 1979. 18
